2012 ram 1500 spark plugs

Thank you. We distribute Spark Plug Wire Set's. This may be an OEM Product. OEM designates
a replacement part made by the manufacturer of the original partinstalled on the vehicle when it
was first produced. Most cars are originally assembled with parts made by companies other
than the one whose emblem appears on the vehicle. For example, BMW does not manufacture
parts, they assemble parts from many parts manufacturers into a finished vehicle. We sell this
item in increments of 1, which may be less than you need for your application. Check the
compatibility information in the listing to discover the qty your vehicle may require.. Our family
business was started in We sell only high quality replacement parts for cars, trucks, SUV's, and
many other motorized vehicles. All listings are for vehicles sold in the USA or Canada only.
Seller responsible for all shipping charges plus restocking charge to return items shipped
internationally that are not correct. We are able to offer these incredible prices because we buy
factory direct. Our success is a combination of many things: sourcing, buying power,
relationships, and market awareness. We have changed with the times and persevered. Our past
experience give us the knowledge, and gives you the assurance of buying from the right place
at the right price! Shipping Service: Please refer the shipping section. About the Part. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Charge Temperature Sensor Connector. Coil
Boot. Coil Boot Kit. Computer Chip Programmer. Crank Position Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil.
Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition Coil Kit. Electronic Multi
Purpose Gauge. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Control Module. Engine
Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine
Cylinder Deactivation Solenoid. Engine Multiple Displacement System Solenoid. Engine Oil
Pressure Sensor. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Set.
Ignition Performance Module. Ignition Shut-Off Cable. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor.
Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Wire.
Spark Plug Wire Set. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid Connector.
Variable Timing Solenoid. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. E3 Spark Plugs. Shop By Vehicle. NGK Spark
Plug. Click to Enlarge. Features: Trivalent metal plating eliminates the need for anti-seize.
Features: The Iridium fine wire center electrode's durability is six times harder than platinum.
Iridium alloys extremely high melting point is perfect for today's engines. Features: Iridium
tipped center electrode provides durability six times harder than platinum. Features: Laser
platinum plugs provide stable idling, superior anti-fouling, improved fuel efficiency and lower
emissions. Trivalent metal plating eliminates need for anti-seize. Product List Price:. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: The solid Copper Core offers superior heat
dissipation, conductivity and broad heat range. Features: Lowers ignition system voltage
requirements Greater ignitability and performance over conventional spark plugs Corrugated
Ribs Prevent Flashover Trivalent Metal Plating has superior anti-corrosion and anti-seizing
properties Pure Alumina Silicate Ceramic Insulator, Provides Superior Strength and Better Heat
Transfer Increased fuel economy and lower emissions Highly durable against electrical and
chemical wear Triple Seals Prevent Leakage Economical performance a. Trivalent metal plating
eliminates the need for anti-seize. Autolite Spark Plug. Notes: Copper Resistor Spark Plug
Features: Autolite Double Platinum plugs feature platinum-to-platinum firing which virtually
eliminates gap erosion, reduces misfires and increases durability of the plug. Proprietary
V-trimmed Platinum side wire. Features: Our best spark plug! Autolite Iridium XP spark plugs
feature an iridium-enhanced 0. Autolite XP Spark Plug. Autolite AP Spark Plug. Features:
Autolite Platinum plugs provide a center wire platinum firing tip which provides reduced gap
erosion, fewer misfires, better performance and increased durability. E3 Spark Plugs Spark
Plug. E3 Spark Plugs E3. SKP Spark Plug. Notes: Spark Plug -- Exhaust; Gap:. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Notes: Spark Plug -- Gap:. Denso Spark Plug. Notes: Double
Platinum -- Gap 0. Denso W Spark Plug. Features: Fine-wire iridium center electrode Platinum
ground electrode degree laser-welded spark tip Sustained spark performance over , miles
Withstands higher pressures and temperatures Reduced spark plug wear and erosion The
DENSO Iridium Long Life plug has been selected as original equipment on many of the worlds
top cars, including those from GM, Toyota, Honda, and Mitsubishi. There's a simple reason for
that: these manufacturers needed the best. Notes: Iridium Long Life -- Gap 0. Features: Tapered
cut, U-Groove ground electrode 0. Notes: Iridium Power -- Gap 0. Notes: Iridium TT -- Gap 0.
Notes: Platinum TT -- Gap 0. Features: 1. Features: percent pre-fired to ensure reliable operation
Patented U-Grove ground electrode Bonded; center electrode and insulator for a gas-tight seal
Copper core center electrode for superior thermal conductivity Unique five-rib insulator reduces
flashover Patented U-groove ground electrode design fires leaner mixtures than conventional
plugs Precision machine-rolled threads reduce seizing and cross-threading in delicate

aluminum heads Wide range of part numbers for t. Notes: U-Groove Conventional -- Gap 0.
Recommended Resistor Plug. Bosch Spark Plug. Notes: Nickel -- Gap 0. Features: Iridium
center electrode firing pin provides exceptional ignitability degree continuous laser welded
center electrode provides unmatched resistance to thermal shock that can occur in today's high
performance engines Copper core provides broader heat range to resist pre-ignition and fouling
Nickel-plated rolled threads provide superior resistance to corrosion and do not require
anti-seize - saving time Factory-set pre-gap ensures ease of installation. Features: OEM Part.
Champion Spark Plug. Champion Spark Plug - Exhaust Side. Champion Spark Plug - Intake
Side. Motorcraft Spark Plug. Resistant to oxidation and arc erosion. Multi-rib insulator protects
against misfire. Service interval of up to 60, miles. Nickel-Alloy Spark Plug Feature electrodes
engineered for extended life without platinum enhancements. Nickel-plated shell for corrosion
resistance. Non-Extended-Tip Spark Plug Used in most older-model car engines and some
current-model truck engines. Commercial and small engine applications. Extended-Tip Spark
Plug Fits most automotive as well as many specialty applications. Used in most modern
engines. Helps prevent fouling at low speeds. Provides self-cleaning action at higher speeds.
Projects farther into combustion chamber to achieve optimum spark location. Platinum-Tip
Spark Plug Used for conventional distributor-equipped and coil-on-plug ignition systems found
in many Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles. High melting point provides excellent resistance to
erosion. Provides service intervals from 60, to , miles. Available as replacement spark plugs for
older model-year vehicles. Designated by the letters P or E in the part number suffix on plug
body and box. Helps realize extended service intervals of 60, to , miles Fine-Wire
Double-Platinum Spark Plug Enhanced electrode wear vs single platinum. Fits most automotive
and many specialty applications. Designated by the letters F or FE in the part number suffix on
plug body and box. Includes a platinum pad on both electrodes. Proprietary platinum pad on
side wire electrode. Service interval of up to , miles. Platinum-Iridium Spark Plug Can be used in
any engine regardless of ignition system. Iridium-enhanced center electrode. Show More Show
Less. AC Delco Spark Plug. Mopar Spark Plug - Exhaust Side. Features: OE design for optimum
fit and function Center electrode is an ultra fine wire design. Provides broader heat range to
resist pre-ignition and fouling Delivers exceptional ignitability and performance Tapered shape
ground electrode Laser welded iridium-platinum alloy inlay Nickel-plated shell with rolled
threads Anti-seize and corrosion protection. Mopar Spark Plug - Intake Side. Mopar Spark Plug.
Notes: Spark Plug -- with 3. Mopar W Spark Plug. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit
application. Heavy-duty yttrium-enhanced copper core center electrode. Tapered, v-profile
nickel chromium ground electrode. Nickel-plated rolled threads. Metal glass fused resistor.
Angular, five-ribbed insulator design. Electrode gap is factory set and never requires
adjustment. Anti-seize and corrosion protection. Bosch Super Plus Spark Plugs deliver quality
performance based on technology that's proven on racetracks around the wor. MSD Spark Plug.
Plug Gap. Hella Spark Plug. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ram Catalog: F. Catalog: H. Catalog: A.
Catalog: C. Catalog: S. Vehicle Ram Catalog: Q. Catalog: P. Vehicle Sub Model Engine Ram
Catalog: N. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent
pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between
7 AM and 9 PM. They ignite gasoline and air inside of your engine. This gives your engine the
power to propel you down the road. This gives the engine the best mix of power, fuel economy
and low emissions. However, the electrode at the end of the spark plug eventually wears out
and can cause performance issues. Replacement should follow the vehicle maintenance
schedule. Some cars require regular replacement at 30k, 60k or k miles. Even if only one spark
plug is found to be faulty, they should always be replaced in sets. Most engines will require 4,6,
or 8 spark plugs. Most cars have one plug per cylinder, so a four-cylinder engine will have four
plugs, a six-cylinder engine will have six plugs, and so forth. The mechanic will:. Yes, but spark
plugs that are worn enough to cause engine-misfiring have the potential to cause engine
damage and overheating of the catalytic converter. Regardless of the age of the plugs, or
mileage, if the engine misfires or runs poorly, the plugs should be inspected for defects.
Generally, spark plug failure will not keep the engine from running, but in cases of extreme
wear, you may experience a limitation in the speed at which you can drive the car. If the
maintenance schedule says the plugs should be replaced, it is best to do so promptly. Ram
Spark Plug Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Spark Plug Replacement Service What are spark plugs and how do
they work? When should you replace spark plugs? Avoiding spark plug replacement can cause:
Difficulty starting your car. Check engine light for a misfire code. Flashing check engine light
during acceleration for misfire, this can cause engine damage. Failed State emission testing.
How do mechanics replace spark plugs? The mechanic will: Have the correct spark plugs on

hand for your vehicle Pull any diagnostic trouble codes that may be related to worn spark plugs.
Remove the original spark plugs and look at removed spark plugs for any clues indicating
engine mis-operation exists; such as oil burning, excessively rich mixture, pre-ignition damage
etc. Inform owner of any found unusual conditions. Install new plugs using a torque wrench.
Finally, a road test of the vehicle to confirm normal operation. Is it safe to drive with worn spark
plugs? When having spark plugs replaced keep in mind: High-speed driving may accelerate
spark plug wear. Consider earlier than required inspection and tune-up if you operate the car in
severe conditions. Plugs should always be promptly replaced per the manufacturer
maintenance schedule even if they appear to be working perfectly. If your vehicle is equipped
with spark plug wires as opposed to a coil-on-plug system , the wires should be replaced at the
same time. This may increase the cost of your repair. It is possible that when doing a spark plug
replacement, your vehicle may also need additional parts like ignition coils, this will add to the
repair cost. Some engines require that the intake manifold be removed while replacing spark
plugs. This may increase the parts and labor cost for the repair. Leaking valve cover gaskets,
which have let oil get in contact with the spark plugs, coils or wires, may be the cause of
ignition system issues. Valve cover gaskets will need to be replaced in addition to the spark
plugs, wires or coils. This will add to the repair cost. Number of Ram Spark Plugs Replacement
services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ram Jobs. Auto service in Your
City. Meet some of our expert Ram mechanics Real customer reviews from Ram owners like
you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Clarissa 21 years of experience. Request Clarissa. Tung
10 years of experience. Request Tung. Tung is Great! Changed spark plugs on Ram Joel 9 years
of experience. Request Joel. Took time to check everything. Explained it all when complete. Bill
15 years of experience. Request Bill. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Spark Plug
Replacement. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 8 hrs and 44 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Set of 16 Chrysler Jeep D Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date
of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty.
No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Set of 16 Chrysler Jeep
Dodge Ram 5. Brand: Mopar. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Permatex Dielectric Tune-Up
Grease, 3 oz. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Permatex Anti-Seize Lubricant, 1 oz. Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Featured items you may like. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. They fit my Ram 5. You
must verify gap. Plugs arrived gapped at 0. One was gapped at 0. These can be tough. You will
have to insert socket and extension one by one as there will be no room to insert it all put
together. You will have to remove it the same way and may need the magnet to pull out the
socket and plug. Plugs arrived well packaged and cushioned for protection. Villa on April 22,
Images in this review. These where the plugs recommended for my 5. These are copper plugs
which I believe are for the pre 5. They were the exact part number as the original ones. Swaping
them out was easy just follow OEM torque specs. The price could not be beat 60 bucks for all
My local dealer wanted 80 with my sister's employee discount, and they still wanted to charge
me freight. Car ran fine before and still runs great, Sometimes cant tell its idling. I would buy
again. Pictures are of an origional plug i pulled from the engine. These arrived within 2 days. I
replaced the original iridium plugs with these. However, I changed them because I my mileage
was only around Now my I am getting an average of I drive 45 minuets to and from work every

day. I recently had to drive miles round trip one day all highway 70mph and my mpg increased
to I think a lot of that has to do with the new spark plugs being gapped properly make sure you
check the gap. I had to adjust all 16 of mine. Update 4. I checked gap to ensure they were. Don't
forget to use antiseize on the threads and die-electric grease on the coil boots. I decided to go
with these even though I could have used platinum or iridium and go k miles between plug
changes but I like to challenge myself every 30k miles. Additionally I would have had to upgrade
coil packs and that wasn't in the budget. Very pleased with my purchase. Received items as
described. I inspected each individual box and they all contained new parts and paralleled the
part number on box. I preemptively ordered these for a vehicle I bought and having shipped to
me. So I can't speak about correct compatibility. I feel confident they'll work. Since these are
OEM replacement parts, I'm not concerned with compatibility or quality issues and I'm confident
that these plugs will last at least another 36K miles before needing to be replaced. That's
important for me since replacing these plugs is not very easy. The difficult plugs are 5, 7 on the
left hand side under the brake booster. You need a topside creeper in order to comfortably
reach those plugs, plus you need the right length socket extension s that just barely protrude
out of the valve cover. Too long of an extension and you won't be able to get the plug, socket
and extension out of the valve cover without hitting the brake booster. Plug 8 is also tight
because of the proximity to the heater hoses and the main wiring harness to the PCM. So take
my word for it, get these plugs which will replace your original plugs perfectly. One person
found this helpful. Was able to finally get these into my truck. I am extremely happy with theses
plugs and already notice a much more responsive pedal compared to the Champion I put in last
time. I was glad to be able to get a factory type plug and even happier with how it performs. The
quality of these were apparent right out of the box. The look and feel alone were worth the extra
cost over the Champion plugs then I drove the truck and found out how much better these are.
Thanks to the seller for making these available and at a reasonable cost. I could not find these
in my area anywhere near this price and they were packaged well and I inspected every one and
did not find a flaw in any. I will be getting another set for my wife's charger when its ready for
the next change. This is an excellent Mopar option for the Hemi. The price was great! I installed
these on a Dodge Ram with the 5. The stock plugs were a champion copper plug. I checked with
my mechanic who said that these would work without issue. They came quickly and were
packaged in the authentic mopar labeled boxes. This was a slightly challenging job but doable
with the right tools. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to
English. Outstanding sales service and price. Performance improvement is clear. Better
response. Better sound. Better sensation of speed. Report abuse Translate review to English.
Just what I ordered. Fits my truck perfect! Fast shipping was a bonus! Report abuse. Product is
as described. Good price. Waited till 77k to do plugs and wow the truck has never ran better. So
responsive, wish I did them at 48k. Pages with related products. See and discover other ite
air handler fan relay wiring diagram
63 chevy impala wiring diagram
tiger river spa parts diagram
ms: ram , mopar parts , dodge charger hemi , hemi engine , dodge ram accessory , ram hemi
parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Sixity Auto. Auto Parts Wholesale. B2C Auto Parts. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

